FORM PANELS c/w INSERT WEBs—CUT TO SUIT FLOOR CONNECTION—ADDITIONAL FORM SUPPORT AS REQUIRED

EXTERIOR FINISH AS SPECIFIED

WET SET DOWELS FIELD BENT INTO SLAB AS SPECIFIED

U BRACKET ANCHOR INSERT

\( \frac{3}{16} \) (5mm) ACRYLIC PARGE COAT

NUDURA WATERPROOF MEMBRANE

HORIZ/VERT REINFORCEMENT AS PER CODE OR AS SPECIFIED

GYPSUM BOARD FINISHED/FIRE STOP INSTALLED AT JOISTS AS PER CODE

COMPOSITE STEEL DECK–SLAB AND REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED

INTERIOR INSULATION REMOVED AT JOIST LOCATIONS

WET SET DOWELS TO MATCH VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT BETWEEN POURS OR AS SPECIFIED

\( \frac{1}{2} \) (13mm) GYPSUM BOARD

NUDURA 8" (203mm) STANDARD FORM UNIT